
Welcome Spring! This time of year brings renewed energy for the vision and work ahead. We have

tremendous appreciation for the positive responses from Peace Ambassadors around the world. No

matter the size of your dreams or efforts, do not doubt that every action towards peace makes a

difference. Stay the course and do your best to choose words and actions that align with our Five

Peace Actions. 

 

Here are a few words of inspiration:

Uganda
Mudeenya of Uganda writes:

 

To spread out all kindness in anyway for those out there that may not have a voice or idea that there is a lot of good to

learn and practice

Azerbaijan
Tahira of Azerbaijan shares: 

 

From my childhood I have convinced that kindness and love are never wasted. Growing up, I realized that these are much

harder than it seems. A plenty inhumane events take place every day and every minute. While speaking up and calling for

peace might be hard on my own, I believe that World Citizen Peace organization can be my helper in the. Matter. I am sure

that representing peace by a name of a related organization is a force contributor to spreading knowledge and



consciousness about world peace problems and global issues, ex. Gender inequality, sustainable development and

intergenerational relations.

United Kingdom
Anthony of the United Kingdom:

 

Looking to work with my country friends and family to actively seek peace among us all

United States
Ifeanyi located in the Unites States shares:

 

As a Peace Ambassador, my personal goal is to promote harmony and understanding among individuals and communities by

fostering open communication and collaboration. I aim to actively listen to diverse perspectives, educate myself and others

on the root causes of conflicts, and work towards finding peaceful solutions that benefit all parties involved. Through my

actions, I hope to create a world where everyone feels heard and valued, leading to a more peaceful and just society.

Which Peace Actions do your goals reflect?
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